The perturbation theory has been applied to the Fock-Dirac system of equations. To obtain the perturbed Fock functions, it is necessary to solve a system of linear algebraic equations. To obtain the perturbation energy of the ith order, the perturbed Fock functions up to the 1 )th order are needed.
In treating ^-electron problems by quantum mechanics, it is necessary to adopt approximate methods; the most accurate of these involving the use of one-electron functions is, at present, the method of the self-consistent field. When the Hamiltonian contains some terms small compared with the rest-a state of affairs th at often occurs-it is convenient to regard these small terms as 'perturbations'. In what follows we shall investigate the effect of these perturbations on the wave functions and the energy of an w-plectron problem to the approximation of the self-consistent field.
The wave equations for the self-consistent field are the following due to Fock (1930) and Dirac (1930) :
(K + G-Wy)(f>y = 0, (7=1,2
(1 )
They form a system of n simultaneous equations. The operator K denotes the one-electron Hamiltonian in the ideal case of vanishing interaction among the electrons, while G, defined by
represents the ordinary and the exchange potentials due to the interactions of the electrons. The expression . r<py) stands for
with & ( r s ,r V ) denoting the interaction between the electron at r with spin co-ordinate s and that at r ' with spin co-ordinate s'. The interaction [ 499 ] Perturbation theory for the self-consistent field 33-2 8 must be a self-adjoint operator and must be symmetric in the two electrons, i.e.
8' = 8, 8{rs, r In most applications 8 is simply the Coulomb interaction e2/| r -r ' |. The energy parameters Wy which occur in (1) do not give the total energy E of the electrons directly. Since the interaction energy of electron pairs must be counted only once, E is given by
The main difficulty in solving (1) is due to the non-linear character of these equations, as may be seen from (2). We consider only the case when K and 8 can be expanded into series of descending terms
The system (1) can then be split into systems of various orders according to the usual practice of the perturbation method. As the perturbation equations are always linear, the solution of (1) is thereby greatly simplified. 500 H. W. Peng
P erturbation equations
Let us suppose th at the Fock-Dirac system of equations for K (0) and 8 {Q ) has been solved. In order to have a complete set of orthogonal, normalized functions at our disposal so th at all other functions may be expressed as linear combinations of these, we introduce the following eigenvalue problem:
where the linear operator G' 0) is defined, with the help of the known functions
A=1
and is, by (4), self-adjoint. It follows from the definition th at the complete set ) of orthonormal functions includes the functions (j)p\ ^0), ..., I can now expand the < /> r 's of (1) in the set {ftft} and write
Denoting, for brevity, the constants
we obtain, from (1), (2) and (9), the system of algebraic equations
By expanding and Wy in accordance with the perturbation,
Wy = Wf+Wf+Wf
(10) splits into systems of various orders,f, viz.
A-1 +s {-ifSf>^+je^+ js w w -
etc.
The zero-order system (10-0) is but a repetition, in algebraic form, of either the unperturbed Fock-Dirac system or the unperturbed eigenvalue f The restriction (y = 1, 2, ...,n) has been purposely omitted in (9)-(14) as (1) can be extended into an eigenvalue problem similar to (7) as soon as </>lt <j>2, ..., (j>n are determined. problem (7) according to whether the index y is restricted to vary from 1 to n or not. With the help of the equation obtained by putting the index y of (10-0) equal to /?, the last bracket of (10-1) and (10-2) becomes simply
and vanishes identically when we take = y. Because of the appearance of and elsewhere in (10-1) and (10*2), the perturbation energy para meters and W{ y] cannot be calculated before and Wfl are obtained. To obtain for example, I take the index a of (10-1) different from y. Remembering (12) These equations, being algebraic and linear, are in principle solvable. The elements Wfy, etc. are, as usual, not determined by these equations but, owing to the normalization of the ^y's of (1) and the 0^'s of (7), they are given by
fi
P erturbation energy
The algebraic expression for the total energy of the electrons, obtained by substituting (9) 
This may be used to simplify the last term of (15T). I then have for E(1\
To obtain from (10T), take a = y .The last line out by (12). Hence for IV §\ w ? -x % + i ( n v -n V )
Substituting (17) The above derivation of (18-3) is quite general. Similar expressions for the perturbation energy of higher orders can all be obtained in the same way. In evaluating the energy to the third order, for example, it is necessary to solve the equations (10-2) for which, however, does not present any new feature as the perturbation equations of higher orders are all of the same form as th at of the equations of the first order.
H. W. Peng 3. Separation op the spin
In treating 2w-electron problems with zero resultant spin by the method of the self-consistent field, the 2 no ne-electron function the products of n functions i/r1} ^2, ..., if/n of the spatial co-ordinates r with the two spin eigenfunctions S^s), 3+1(s). The spin eigenfunctions Sa(s) assume the value zero when s differs from a and the value unity when s equals cr. In all the scalar products (cf. (3)) of the preceding sections, the summation over the spin co-ordinates can then be performed independently according to the normalization
The important consequence of this is th at all electrons contribute to the ordinary potential but only electrons with parallel spins contribute to the exchange potential. The spin eigenfunctions may be factorized and hence removed from (1). For the details of this reduction, we refer to Brillouin's book (1934) . The reduced Fock-Dirac system of equations in the case of zero resultant spin consists of n simultaneous equations in the n ^-functions of r . These may be obtained formally from (1) by changing (j> into iff provided th at a factor 2 is added to the first (the ordinary potential) term on the right of (2). This means th at the perturbation equations for the ^-functions of the 2w-electron problem may be obtained from the corresponding equations of § 1 by adding a factor 2 to the first term of every bracket containing the difference of two ^'s. The constants K a^, now stand for (^®).
involving volume integrations of the spatial co ordinates only.
To obtain the expressions for the perturbation energy for the 2w-electron problem from those of § 2, we need to add the factor 2 in the above way and then double the whole expressions on the right-hand sides.
The above perturbation theory has been applied to the calculation of the elastic constants and the thermal frequencies of metallic crystals which will be treated in separate papers. 
